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Business profile


ENIGMO operates BUYMA.com, the largest social fashion e-commerce
website in Japan. BUYMA.com is uniquely positioned to offer a broad range
of retail products and the latest fashion clothing items from all over the world.



BUYMA.com provides a “market place” for two types of entities: “Buyers” and
“Members”. “Buyers”, are individuals throughout the world providing items
for sale to “Members”. “Members”, or online shoppers, create a user ID and
password, enabling them to shop and buy items from all over the world.
“Buyers” introduce the latest overseas fashion items through BUYMA.com
website, and once they receive the purchase order from “Members”, they
purchase and ship the items directly to them.



ENIGMO stands in the middle of the “Buyers” and “Members”, providing
escrow services to ensure a safe and reliable transaction experience.



ENIGMO’s revenue stream is realized by collecting a fee on both sides of the
transaction.
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Focus Attention on Medium Term Business Plan
(FY2014 Review, Business Forecast of FY2015)
Overview of FY2014
ENIGMO announced financial results for the fiscal year 2014. The company achieved
revenue of 1,823 million yen (126.7%: compared to the previous year), operating
profit of 852 million yen (142.5%: ditto), and a net profit of 523 million yen
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(138.8%: ditto). Although revenue fell short by 4.0% compared to the forecast,
operating profit picked up 3.0% over the target.
ENIGMO explained that the lingering summer heat caused sluggish sales in the 3rd
Quarter caused the shortage of revenue. This tendency was broadly found in
clothing sector and ENIGMO seemed to be affected as well.
On the other hands, operating profit ratio reached to 46.7% (5.2% increase
compared to the previous year). It seems that the advantages of their business
model enable ENIGMO to flexibly control their costs and achieved their target.
Taking these into account, the figures indicate that ENIGMO is consistently managed
to achieve their objective.
Summary of financial figures

(unit; thousands of yen)

Trends in major KPIs
While Trading Volume was 16,057 million yen (125.0% compared to the previous
year), Membership has reached to 1,690 thousand (142.3%: ditto) which reflects
the users are steadily increasing.
According to Chasm theory, 16% penetration rate is the benchmark for the
acceptance of public users. The membership of BUYMA is made up overwhelmingly
of 20 to 35 years old females (F1) whose population in Japan is approximately 10
million. Therefore, the membership of BUYMA is about to reach the benchmark.
ARPU (Annual Revenue per User) was declined to 35,713 yen (decreased by 6,423
yen compared to the previous year). ENIGMO explained that drastic change in
exchange rate of Japanese Yen in last year caused the rapid price increase by Buyers,
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and users were discouraged to buy luxury items from the sense of expensive. On the
other hands, low-price products did not influenced and sold well. These resulted in
the decline of average sales price and ARPU. ENIGMO explains that they are taking
countermeasures to increase average price and increase frequency of purchase
simultaneously. There could be another room to accelerate their revenue once the
countermeasures positively affect to improve ARPU.
Transition of major Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

Medium Term Business Plan
ENIGMO’s medium term targets are to achieve 3 billion yen operating profit in
FY2017 and 5 billion in FY2019.
According to ENIGMO, their main business, BUYMA, is going to be the main driving
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force to achieve the first target of 3 billion yen. Therefore, BUYMA is required to be
a “WHOLE PRODUCT” (”WHOLE PRODUCT” typically augments the core product
with additional elements required for the product to have compelling value to a
customer) and raise awareness for acquiring wider range of users.

For raising the awareness, alliance with other companies (ENIGMO announced
strategic alliance with Sony Mobile Communications Inc. on 14th March, 2014), fully
utilize iPhone application released in February and increase targeting advertisement.
ENIGMO doubled their advertising and promotional costs in FY2015 to accelerate
these activities.
To boost convenience, ENIGMO is planning to increase their Buyer finding/training
capabilities. Further, to enforce “Buyer Post” (communication tool between Buyers
and Members) to build closer relationship. They are considering to take

full

advantage of the social e-commerce website for business expansion.

For another aspect of convenience, the safety, ENIGMO is going to enhance their
compensation program (“ANSHIN” Compensation Program) and lower the hurdle for
the beginner hesitating to purchase in the website.
ENIGMO is considering to achieve the target by enhancing their business model and
not taking high risks. It seems that this type of down-to-earth approach would be
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reasonable for the companies who have unique business models.
Further, resale e-commerce (STULIO), overseas operations (US: AVENUE K, Korea:
BUYMA Korea) would be consolidated when the businesses become profitable.
These companies may attribute to ENIGMO to achieve their business plan in near
future.
Business Forecast for FY2015
ENIGMO’s forecasts are, trading volume: 20,518 million yen (127.8% compared to
FY2014), revenue: 2,379 million yen (130.5%: ditto) and operating profit: 1,000
million yen (117.4%: ditto).
Both trading volume and revenue show higher growth rate compared to the
previous year and seems that it would be on the line of their medium term business
plan.
Operating profit shows lower growth rate, however, it is mainly because of the
intentional increase of advertising and promotional costs mentioned before.
Since the increase is strategically aimed and not coming from fundamental problem
of their profitability, SAM is confident that ENIGMO is going to make steady progress
for their business target in FY2015.
SAM will continuously monitor the progress of the business expansion.

Yuichi Sekiguchi
Managing Director, CEO
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Global Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Strategic Asset Management Inc. (hereafter
“SAM”). This document is for distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not
directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen
or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or
would subject SAM to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. It
is published solely for information purposes; it is not an advertisement nor is it a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any
particular trading strategy. No representation or warranty expresses or implied, is
provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information
contained in this document (‘the Information’), except with respect to Information
concerning SAM. The Information is not intended to be a complete statement or
summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the document. SAM
does not undertake to update or keep current the Information. Any opinions expressed
in this document may change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions
expressed by other business areas or groups of SAM. Any statements contained in this
report attributed to a third party represent SAM's interpretation of the data, information
and/or opinions provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription
service, and such use and interpretation has not been reviewed by the third party.
Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or
recommendation is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or
otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and
investors should exercise prudence and their own judgment in making their investment
decisions.
Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SAM. The
analysis contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. Different
assumptions could result in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the
preparation of this document may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel
and other parties for the purpose of gathering, applying and interpreting market
information.
SAM specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document in whole or in part without
the written permission of SAM and SAM accepts no liability whatsoever for the
Actions of third parties in this respect. Images may depict objects or elements that are
protected by third party copyright, trademarks and other intellectual property rights. All
rights reserved.
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